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with their .31X hairy legs, and their grotesque formidable vizors,
and found that they were the very pirates of the water, as the

splendid insects into which they were ultimately developed
were the very tyrants of the lower air. It was strange to see
the beautiful winged creature that sprang out of the pupa
into which the repulsive looking pirate had been transformed,
launch forth into its new element, changed in everything save
its nature, but still unchanged in that, and rendering itself as

formidable to the moth and the butterfly as it had been before
to the newt and the tadpole. There is, I dare say, an analogy
here also. It is in the first stages ofour own species, as certain

ly as in that of the dragon-fly, that the character is fixed.
Further, I used to experience much interest in watching the

progress of the frog, in its earlier stages from the egg to the
fish ; then from the fish to the reptile-fish, with its fringed
tail, and ventral and pectoral limbs; and, last of all, from the

reptile-fish to the complete reptile. I had not yet learned

nor was it anywhere known at the time-that the history of

the individual frog, through these successive transformations, is

a history in small of the amimal creation itself' in its earlier

stages,-that in order of time the egg-like molluso had taken

precedence of the fish, and the fish of the reptile; and that an

intermediate order of creatures had once abounded, in which,

as in the half-developed frog, the natures of )oth fish and rep
tile were united. But, though unacquainted with this strange

analogy, the transformations were of themselves wonderful

enough to fiL for a time my whole mind. I remember being
struck one afternoon, after spending my customary spare half

hour beside the pond, and marking the peculiar style of color

ing in the yellow and black hbellulidc in the common wasp,
and in a yellow and black species of ichneumon fly, to detect

in some half-dozen gentlemen's carriages that were standing

opposite our work-shed,-for the good old knight of Conon

House had a dinner party that evening,-exactly the same

style of ornamental coloring. The greater number of the

vehicles were yellow and black,-just as these were the pre.

vaiing colors among the wasps and libellulid; but there
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